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growth in the future. Thus, the name Neeman Seating Solution Pvt Ltdgrowth in the future. Thus, the name Neeman Seating Solution Pvt Ltd
is bound to turn into a major brand in the near future, with theis bound to turn into a major brand in the near future, with the
company being ready with a handy plan in motion.company being ready with a handy plan in motion.
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AddressAddress Plot No 400, Sec-7, IMT ManesarPlot No 400, Sec-7, IMT Manesar
Gurgaon 122052Gurgaon 122052
Haryana, IndiaHaryana, India
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Mobile NumberMobile Number 98112237779811223777
EmailEmail sonia@neeman.co.insonia@neeman.co.in

Neeman Seating Solution Pvt Ltd began its journey in 2015, and hasNeeman Seating Solution Pvt Ltd began its journey in 2015, and has
ever since focussed upon building trust with its customers throughever since focussed upon building trust with its customers through
innovative products of the high quality.innovative products of the high quality.

The company specializes in manufacturing and supplying a wholeThe company specializes in manufacturing and supplying a whole
range of products such as Modular Office Furniture, Ergonomic Officerange of products such as Modular Office Furniture, Ergonomic Office
Furniture, Standard Office Furniture, Office Sofa, Cafe Furniture,Furniture, Standard Office Furniture, Office Sofa, Cafe Furniture,
Student Chairs, and much more.Student Chairs, and much more.
 The company has set its aim upon making full use of the brilliantly The company has set its aim upon making full use of the brilliantly
skilled work force it possesses with excellent skill level for driving itsskilled work force it possesses with excellent skill level for driving its
growth in the future. Thus, the name Neeman Seating Solution Pvt Ltdgrowth in the future. Thus, the name Neeman Seating Solution Pvt Ltd
is bound to turn into a major brand in the near future, with theis bound to turn into a major brand in the near future, with the
company being ready with a handy plan in motion. We have talentedcompany being ready with a handy plan in motion. We have talented
AutoCAD designer to make drawing according to space. Our ProductsAutoCAD designer to make drawing according to space. Our Products
are always well designed with soft finishing work in accurate size. Ourare always well designed with soft finishing work in accurate size. Our
rates are very reasonable depending on the type and volume of therates are very reasonable depending on the type and volume of the
project. You will found that our chairs are more comfortable to workproject. You will found that our chairs are more comfortable to work
whole day. Multi action chair - Back, Height and even the seat of thewhole day. Multi action chair - Back, Height and even the seat of the
chair can be adjusted to your comfort. Our Brand is well known forchair can be adjusted to your comfort. Our Brand is well known for
quality and durability.quality and durability.
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